
Denny Corby Performance Agreement 
 
Contact Person: April Kretchman
Organization: REACH Cyber Charter School  
Title: Manager of Professional Development
Address (of organization): 750 East Park Drive, Suite 204 Harrisburg PA 17111
Email: Kretchman@ReachCyber.org
Description of Presentation: Laugh Comedy Magic Show
Date of Presentation: Wednesday, August 23, 2023
Time of Presentation: Approximately 8:00 PM  
Location of Presentation: Lancaster County Convention Center - 25 S Queen St, Lancaster, PA 17603
 
The client agrees to pay the following fees and expenses:
Denny’s appearance fee for this event will be $6,500.00
Payment is due with the signed agreement
 
***The date and fee are non-refundable unless an “Act of God” event arises.  Then the event will be pushed to a
later date agreed upon by both parties. ***
 --
 
Deposit can be mailed to
Corby Enterprises
211 North State Street
Clarks Summit Pa 18411
 
Corby Enterprises LLC can also accommodate and prefers the ease of credit card deposits and payments.
 
I have read this performance contract & rider and agree to follow the above guidelines when presenting Denny
Corby.
 
 
April Kretchman 11-Apr-2023
Click Here to Read and Sign the Document
 
Purchaser Name:___________________________________________________________
 
Date:__________________________________________________________________________
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Denny Corby Tech Rider
 

(2) Two sturdy banquet chairs with backs placed center stage
Chairs should not have wheels

(1) One flip chart with easel and markers
(4) Two-room temperature bottles of water.
 

 

Staging             
***No dance floor should be between the stage and audience***

http://www.digital-booking.com/index.php?eventid=ec639996-1314-45eb-bf2a-492a9a645a24


If the audience exceeds 80 people a stage/riser is highly recommended. The stage should be 8x24 and
at least 1ft high. The larger the crowd the bigger and higher the stage should be.
A good rule of thumb is to make sure Denny is seen from the knees up.

Stairs with a railing should also be available, at the front of the stage if no railing and sides of the
stage with railing

If the room is rectangular, the stage should be in the middle of the long side of the room.  The room then
becomes more intimate making a better show. 
The stage should be clear of props and debris

 
Seating /Room Layout

Seats/tables should be as close to the stage as possible.  The closer we are together the more intimate and
better the show.
Everyone should have a clear view of the stage (best to stay away from large sight blocking centerpieces)
No audience members should be behind the stage or viewing the show from behind.

 
Sound

(1) One high-quality wireless earset microphone
(1) One high-quality wireless handheld microphone with stand and circular base
(1) One DI box with a power source at the front center stage for Denny’s music controller.

Denny runs his own music and needs a 1/8 input

Lighting

No special lighting is needed. 
Performance area should be well lit so everyone can see clearly.
If the room is dark a general wash is suggested
No spotlight is needed but will use if you’re having one anyway.


